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TAXONOMY AND ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED TORNADO SURFACE MARKS
Michael I. Zimmerman∗ and David C. Lewellen
West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV

1. INTRODUCTION

types of marks in the historical taxonomy have been encountered. Common classes of marks are reinterpreted
in Section 3 in terms of dimensionless parameters governing the tornado corner flow and its debris cloud, allowing generalization to tornado vortices across a wide
range of structures, intensities, translation speeds, and
debris types. Quantifying properties of surface tracks
to deduce flow structure requires distilling the complex
information contained; efforts to do so are discussed
briefly in Section 4. It is argued in Section 5 that the
prospects for inferring near-surface tornado wind fields
from the properties of surface marks are most promising
when concurrent Doppler measurements are available.

The tornado vortex is highly sensitive to properties
of the near-surface flow; however, this region is difficult to measure in the field, as Doppler radar cannot
probe below about 20 m height. In addition, interpreting
Doppler data can be complicated by transient effects and
uncertainties about flow asymmetry, debris mass loadings, and differences between scatterer and air velocities near the surface. Properties of near-surface tornado
winds are captured to varying degrees by in-situ probe
measurements, examination of damage to human-made
structures, and analysis of forest damage patterns (e.g.,
Beck and Dotzek (2010)). Here, we extend the previous results of Lewellen and Zimmerman (2008) to show
that accumulated patterns of debris deposition and removal, or tornado surface marks (e.g., figs. 1, 2), provide a complementary means of inferring near-surface
tornado structure.
A few studies decades ago attempted to infer nearsurface tornado structure from surface marks but were
limited by uncertainties in their origins (e.g., Agee et al.
(1975, 1977); Davies-Jones et al. (1978); Forbes and
Wakimoto (1982); Fujita (1966, 1967); Fujita et al. (1967,
1970, 1976); van Tassel (1955)). The most prominent
marks were generally assumed to coincide with the
paths of individual vortices gathering debris (e.g., fig. 3);
however, this historical interpretation of surface marks
was cast into doubt through recent large eddy simulations (LES) of debris-laden tornadoes (e.g. Lewellen
and Zimmerman (2008)). The shapes of simulated surface marks do not generally coincide with the paths of
any particular vortices (either the main vortex or its secondaries, when present). Rather, the sharpest marks
were found to result from a convolution in space and time
of debris deposition and removal by a handful of nearsurface physical processes.
In this work, a much larger LES set (>150 runs) was
used to infer the detailed physical origins of the most
prominent marks. The simulation set and general simulation technique are summarized in Section 2, and the
origins of the marks are outlined in Section 3. All of the

2. LES MODEL AND SIMULATION SET

The LES model was previously developed as part of a
longstanding effort to investigate tornado structure and
dynamics; the model and general simulation technique
are detailed in Lewellen et al. (2008) (and references
therein) and Zimmerman (2010). Typically, steady flow
conditions were imposed at the boundaries of a 2 km3
box. In most simulations, a single mono-disperse debris species was made available at the surface, allowing
the debris cloud and air flow to evolve self-consistently
to a quasi-steady state. Surface marks were gathered
by recording where debris was removed from and deposited to the surface. Other fields were gathered at
the surface for comparison, including directional wind
measurements, peak and time-integrated measures, and
time histories of various flow fields.
Quantities varied included tornado type, size, strength,
and translation velocity, gravity, and debris type and
availability. Tornado translation speeds typically ranged
from 5 m s−1 to 25 m s−1 , requiring simulation times
of hundreds of seconds to generate quasisteady surface
tracks of several kilometers length. Typically sand-like
debris species were simulated with density ratio to air of
σ/ρ ∼ 2000. The primary set of simulations employed
stretched grids with finest vertical spacing of 1 m at the
surface and finest horizontal spacing of 5 m in the central corner flow. Sensitivity of surface tracks to changes
in grid resolution, debris pickup parameterization, and
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be insensitive to changes in debris type that preserved
the debris terminal velocity, wt , allowing simulation results for small, heavy debris (low d, high σ/ρ) to be reinterpreted in terms of large, light debris such as dried corn
stubble (high d, low σ/ρ).
To lowest order four dimensionless parameters most
strongly govern the physics producing surface tracks
(e.g. Lewellen et al. (2008, 2000); Zimmerman (2010)):

fig. 6). Creation of the sharpest cycloidal marks is associated with transient flow convergence along the curved
local streamlines.
Trailing arcs (aka “drift marks”) are the signatures
(e.g., 7c,e) of surface rolls trailing the main vortex (e.g.,
figs. 7d,f). Their weight (e.g., relative to cycloids) increases with increasing Aa and At . The surface rolls
responsible arise in simulations without debris; however, the addition of debris can increase the coherence
and lifetime of the rolls, producing trains of alternating
removal and deposition. In some cases trailing arcs
cover a larger spatial extent or are laid down more intermittently. As with cycloidal marks, generation of the
strongest trailing arcs is generally correlated with flow
convergence along the local streamlines.
Diffuse far-field swaths occur when fully-lofted debris
is redeposited away from the central vortex (e.g. fig. 7g).
Vortex tilt produces asymmetry, typically favoring the tornado’s right, increasing with At . The amount of lofted
debris increases with Av , causing the weight of far-field
swaths (relative to cycloids or trailing arcs) to increase
(e.g., the progression across the top row of fig. 5).
Lineation and Scalloping occur when the (translationrelative) righthand part of the deposition annulus is
flanked by net removal, leaving a line- or dash-like pattern (e.g. marks aligned along the translation direction
in figs. 7c,e). The importance of lineation (e.g. relative
to cycloids and trailing arcs) increases with At and decreases with Av and Sc . Very limited debris availability
generally produces only a subset of marks favoring scalloping or far-field deposition (fig. 8).
Overall the deposition intensity in surface tracks scales
roughly with Sc /At and the shift of the vortex center on
the ground relative to its position aloft scales with At /Sc .

Sc ≡ Rc Γ2∞ /Υ
Av ≡ Vc /wt
Aa ≡ Vc2 /(gRc )
At ≡ Utrans /Vc
where Vc and Rc are core swirl velocity and radial scales
aloft, Γ∞ is the far-field angular momentum aloft, Υ is the
depleted angular momentum flux through the surfacecorner-core flow, g is gravitational acceleration, and
Utrans is the vortex translation velocity.
Sc is the corner flow swirl ratio and roughly categorizes tornado type. Av parameterizes the amount of debris slip relative to the air flow; increasing Av lessens
the maximum potential amount of slip. Aa measures the
importance of a characteristic radial acceleration relative
to gravity. At measures the relative importance of the
vortex translation speed. The ranges of parameters explored were 0 < Sc < 13, 1.5 < Av < 30, 0.5 < Aa < 77,
0.05 < At < 0.6.
3. TAXONOMY AND ORIGINS OF MARKS
Surface marks are dominated by deposition under the
central vortex, by turbulent inflow rolls, and by fully lofted
debris in the far-field, and complicated by subsequent
removal and deposition. Deposition signatures were not
found to coincide directly with any simple flow measures
at the surface such as peak or integrated pressure, turbulence intensity, horizontal or vertical velocity encountered, or secondary vortex paths (e.g., fig. 4). The origins of the most pronounced classes of marks, with relative weights varying with Sc , Av , At , and Aa (c.f. figs.
5,6), are as follows.
Cycloids are created when debris cannot follow the
rapid upturn in the corner flow and is dropped in a loose
annulus under the central vortex (e.g., figs. 7a,c). To
create strong cycloids, debris must be able to reach the
corner flow upturn, favored by low Aa (compare e.g., fig.
5h with fig. 6b), and debris must be able to separate from
the flow in the corner (otherwise it is lofted), favored by
low Av (e.g., compare figs. 5a,d). The width of cycloidal
marks relative to the core diameter aloft increases with
Sc (e.g. top row of fig. 6), and spacing and asymmetry increase with At (e.g. progressions along columns of

4. QUANTIFYING SURFACE MARKS
Quantifying properties of surface tracks to infer nearsurface flow structure requires unraveling their convoluted deposition signatures. Counts of mark spacings
along the track, and cross-track profiles averaged along
the track have been analyzed to extract information independent of mark shape or phasing. For instance, the
cross-track profile of net deposition can be used to infer
a near-surface vortex radius when cycloids are present
(e.g., fig. 9).
Determining mark shape information independent of
multiplicity or phase is more challenging. We have used
image-processing techniques to map tracks from the
original “along-track vs. cross-track” (x, y) representation to a “mark-angle vs. cross-track” (θ, y) representation and then back to (x, y), giving a mean “fingerprint"
of the shapes of the most prominent marks (e.g. fig.
2

10). The (θ, y) plot can be used directly to determine
some quantities; e.g., the relative y position of the crossing point of the two branches is found to correlate with
the ratio of Utrans and a near-surface swirl velocity. Geometric properties of reconstructed marks may provide
additional information about the near-surface flow. Sharp
background features such as roads and plough-lines produce distinct signatures in the (θ, y) plot that can sometimes then be filtered out computationally.
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Figure 1: Aerial photography of surface marks from Fujita (1981).

Figure 2: Martian dust devil tracks (horizontal dimension is about 500 m) [Image: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona].

Figure 3: The surface mark taxonomy of Fujita et al. (1976).
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Figure 4: Surface tracks with sample instantaneous flow fields for a high-swirl tornado moving to the right at 25 m/s.
(a,b) Net deposition track and instantaneous surface debris flux (red/blue=deposition/removal), (e,f) total removal
and instantaneous upward surface debris flux, (i,j) total deposition and instantaneous downward surface debris flux.
Also shown are peak measures and plots of instantaneous (c,d) horizontal air velocity at z = 0.5 m height, (g,h)
subgrid turbulent kinetic energy at z = 0.5 m, (k,l) downward vertical air velocity at z = 0.5 m, (m,n) hydrodynamic
pressure drop at z = 0.5 m, (o,p) upward vertical air velocity at z = 0.5 m.
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Figure 5: Deposition tracks from a collection of simulated tornadoes varying Av and At for fixed Aa = 7.9 and
Sc = 3.0. Left to right: Av = 24, 16, 11, 7.2. Top to bottom: At = 0.06, 0.17, 0.28. Deposition intensities scaled by At .
Spatial scale normalized to Rc aloft.
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Figure 6: Deposition tracks from a collection of simulated tornadoes varying Sc and At for fixed Aa ∼ 2 and Av ∼ 8.
Left to right: Sc = 1.9, 3.3, 5.6, 12.4. Top to bottom: At ∼ 0.1, ∼ 0.25, ∼ 0.5. Intensities scaled by At . Spatial scale
normalized to Rc aloft.

Figure 7: Deposition tracks with sample instantaneous vertical debris flux fields. Lateral dimensions are 600 m,
dimensions along the direction of tornado translation are 1000 m. (a,b) Sc = 12.4, At = 0.072, Av = 8.2, Aa = 2.4;
(c,d) same as (a,b) except At = 0.50; (e,f) Sc = 3.0, At = 0.28, Av = 11, Aa = 7.9; (g,h) same as (e,f) except
At = 0.055, Av = 23.8. Cycloids are apparent in (a,c), trailing arcs (strong, slanted lines) and lineation (dash-like
horizontal lines) in (c,e), diffuse far-field swaths in (g).
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Figure 8: Deposition tracks for simulated tornadoes moving rightward at 5 m/s over a limited (1 kg/m2 ) surface
debris source (left column) and an unlimited surface debris source (right column). (a,b) High-swirl cases (Sc = 12.4,
At = 0.072, Av = 8.2, Aa = 2.4). (c,d) medium-swirl cases (Sc = 3.0, At = 0.055, Av = 15.9, Aa = 7.9).

Figure 9: (a) Net deposition track for a high-swirl tornado moving at 5 m s−1 with (b) the downstream average of
the net deposition pattern from (a), showing double-peaked structure that provides an estimate of the near-surface
vortex radius.
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Figure 10: Shape analysis of deposition marks from simulated high-swirl tornadoes moving at (top row) 5 m/s,
(middle row) 15 m/s, and (bottom row) 25 m/s. Left column: deposition tracks with intensities scaled by At . Middle
column: orientation histograms. Right column: average “fingerprints” of the most prominent marks.
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